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Screen capture from video footage before an 8th magnitude star disappears
behind the limb of the Moon. The overexposed crescent is at left, while the gray
earth shine of the rest of the Moon is quite prominent. Photo by Alister Ling.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, Deadlines, Announcements
Regular Meetings and Events
Jan 8
Feb 12
Mar 12
Apr 8
Apr 9
Apr 21
Apr 22
May 14

7:30 Annual General Meeting / General Meeting
7:30 AGM Part 2 / General Meeting
7:30 expenditure proposal deadline
Edmonton Regional Science Fair
7:30
International Astronomy Day
Earth Day
7:30

Jun 11 7:30
June 28 - July 1 General Assembly (Calgary) AAVSO ALPO
Sep 10 7:30
Oct 15 7:30 expenditure proposal deadline
Nov 12 7:30
Dec 10 7:30

Council Meetings
Jan 15
Feb 26
Mar 26
Apr 23
May 28

7:15
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:15

1 pass at proposals
2nd pass at proposals
st

Sep 24
Oct 29
Nov 26

7:30
7:30
7:30

1st pass at proposals
2nd pass at proposals

Observing Schedule
TO BE ANNOUNCED
THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
LA SOCIÉTÉ ROYALE D'ASTRONOMIE DU CANADA
136 Dupont Street, Toronto, ON M5R 1V2
Phone or Fax (416) 924-7973 Fax: (416) 924-2911
Email: nationaloffice@rasc.ca
NOTICE OF NATIONAL COUNCIL MEETING – NC071
A Meeting of the National Council of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada will be held at Room 3130 (Council Chambers), South
Building, 3rd Floor, University of Toronto at Mississauga, 3359 Mississauga Rd N., Mississauga, ON, Saturday, March 10, 2007 at 10:00 a.m.
to 17:00 p.m. (NC071)
Edmonton National Co Representative will most likely attend this meeting. The National Representative is your voice at this assembly; if you
have concerns that you would like addressed to National Council please let us know as soon as possible so they can be included on the
Edmonton Agenda. These will be forwarded to the National President, Scott Young, who will set the final Agenda. Please provide as
many details as possible. A draft of the Agenda will follow in a few weeks.

The Deadline for Expenditure Proposals is March 12 2007
Forms can be downloaded here:
http://www.edmontonrasc.com/download/Expenditure_Form.rtf
http://www.edmontonrasc.com/documents.html

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
One again the Edmonton Centre is calling for membership Expenditure Proposals for the spring sitting. If you have a
passion for astronomy, the related sciences and you would like to see implemented programs, services or activities in
your Centre. Here’s your opportunity to make your ideas a reality. Some key elements we would strongly suggest are all
proposals should address some of the following characteristics:
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•

Astronomy/Space Science Focus: Astronomy/space science must be the primary area of focus used to promote
science, mathematics and/or technology education/public outreach. Programs that utilize results/data from visual
observing astrophotography or space science research are strongly encouraged.

•

Innovation: Innovative, creative method(s) of bringing current astronomy/space science information to students,
teachers and the public. Submitted proposals should clearly demonstrate the innovative, creative method(s) and
how they would improve current educational or public understanding of astronomy and space science.

•

Expenditure proposals may be made by any member. That person should be prepared to speak to the proposal at
Council, if so requested.

•

Proposals should be submitted to the President who will then pass it along to the Finance or Expenditure
Committee for review to ensure the Proposal is complete. The committee will request additional information if
required.

•

The Treasurer will be informed of all proposals and will be ready at the time of discussion to address the issue of
availability of funds.

•

Council will determine whether the expenditure is more appropriate from casino or from regular funds.

•

The normal time line for consideration has been to accumulate proposals between January and the end of March
each year for consideration at the April Council meeting. Recommendations from Council are posted in Stardust for
circulation at the May meeting for a vote of the General Membership at the June meeting. Proposals may also be
considered at other times of the year.

President's Report by Krista Stefan, for the first time
Happy Birthday Edmonton Centre!
My term as president has certainly started auspiciously. The
Edmonton Centre is celebrating its diamond anniversary this year.
For the past 75 years we have been sharing our knowledge,
experience, and passion in our hobby.
We also enjoyed a brief glimpse of Comet McNaught. It’s
been several years since a naked eye comet has graced our skies. I
was thrilled when I easily sighted it one evening. The pictures of
the stunning tail as it developed over the next few days were
breathtaking. The only thing that dimmed the experience for me
was that the cold weather meant that the usually busy sidewalk
where I stood with my binoculars was deserted, so I couldn’t share
this rare beauty with my neighbours.
There is one sad note to the upbeat song of my first few weeks
as president. Long-time member and frequent volunteer and
member of council (including a stint as president) Richard
Vanderberg lost his beloved wife Pat. I’d like to extend the
sympathies of the Edmonton Centre to Richard. May her memory

always bring music to your life.
I would also like to welcome our new Council with a few old
hands, but many new faces. I’m sure that they have some
wonderful ideas on ways to improve our Centre and they certainly
seem keen to tackle their new challenges. There are still a few
empty spots on Council (most notably a second National Council
Representative to work with Roy Ramdeen), so if anyone wants to
step into one of the vacancies please let me know. And speaking of
National matters, remember that this year’s General Assembly
will be held in Calgary from June 28 - July 1. I’m sure I’ll have
more to say about the GA in the coming months, but I hope the
Edmonton Centre will be well represented at the GA so you may
want to start making plans soon. The General Assembly is a great
way to meet members from across the country, hear wonderful and
interesting talks, and in general have a lot of fun.
I look forward to my term as your president. I hope to take
advantage of this opportunity to meet more of you and to learn
about what it is you love about astronomy.

Observer's Report by Paul Campbell, for the first time
Looking at the responses made on the Astro list server I
would be very remiss if I didn’t report on the comet of the month,
Comet McNaught or C/2006 P1. Because of the high inclination of
the comet it made a perihelic pass over the north of the Sun. It also
had a very close perihelion distance at just .17 AU. This comet got
very hot and as a consequence got very bright. Since perihelion
occurred between the Earth and the Sun we were forced to watch it
very near the Sun. Fortunately when it was most northerly we
could watch it at both sunrise and sunset. Judging from the
RASC Edmonton Centre

excerpts below the observers in Edmonton really had a good time
observing it.
Sherry and I managed to see the comet in 7x50 binoculars in
the parking lot in from of our place 3 or 4 times. Yes, we froze to
death, but several other people also saw it with much more, or in
some cases, much less difficulty.
Jan 6, 2007 I was the only one to report on Astro about seeing
the comet this day but Mike Noble later reported getting some
images of the comet.
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Mike Noble: “I was able to get some images Saturday
evening. The Comet was visible naked eye from the Sanctuary
Road site West of Devon. My 14x100 binos showed a 1 to 2
degree tail.”
Bruce McCurdy, who didn’t see it, at least reported that
others in Canada have seen the comet.
Dan Taylor of Windsor, Ontario wrote: “Thanks for the
HU! My wife, son and I just spotted it from my farm.”
Deane McIntyre wrote: “Comet also spotted here in
Calgary this afternoon. Also, Alan Dyer estimated it as about
magnitude -1 this evening, about like Mercury looks when seen in
bright twilight.”
Jan 7 2007 Larry Wood managed to observe the Comet in the
morning as did Franklin Loehde.
Larry Wood: “This morning I awoke to a mostly clear sky
so I jumped into some duds and drove over to the 142 street
bridge just south of St Georges Cresent arriving there at about
7:45 a.m. After a few minutes I found the bright streak of the
comet just above a low bank of clouds.”
Franklin Loehde: “Great comet McNaught" Not quite but
nice in the morning around 7:45 am to 8:15 am in the very low
ESE (more east) sky. Good eyes will see it but binos perfect. Bad
weather coming but a last(?) chance tonight.” Franklin proved to
be greatly prophetic.
Bruce McCurdy had not seen the comet yet but he did give it
another try with this report: “I went out west of the city after
sunset to try and spot the comet under the clouds but without
success. Better luck tomorrow! Judging from Alan's reports, it's
worth chasing.”
As Franklin predicted, the clouds came in, as did a blizzard.
No reports were posted except by Bruce McCurdy and Searle
Hartman
Jan 9, 2007 Bruce Mcurdy: “I was skunked again Monday,
this time by oncoming clouds which took out only the
westernmost 10° of sky at the (in)appropriate time, and now the
Clear Sky Clock looks very bad for the coming days. Arrgghh!!”
Jan 10, 2007 The blizzard was in full swing. I was sure no
reports would be on Astro that day. Then Searle Hartman posted a
report.
Searle Hartman :“We departed from Yellowknife at about
17:20 MST and broke through the top of the clouds about 8
minutes later and there it was. WOW!! What a beautiful sight in
the western twilight. Comet McNaught was bright and
spectacular with a very bright coma and a narrow, well defined
tail oriented at 90 degrees to the horizon and about 3 to 4
degrees long.”
When asked if Searle was able to choose his own seat on the
plane Searle responded:
“I don't have to choose my seat, I always have the best one
reserved for me every trip. Its up at the pointy end and has the
best view in the house.”
Finally the skies cleared and on January 11, 2007 a bitter cold
front was upon us. Astro got many reports of sighting the comet.
John Cliff only had one word to report
Jan 11, 2007 John Cliff: “WOW!”
Massimo Torri “I just came back and had a chance to see the
comet. I spent about 15min after sunset on top a *very* windy
30m elevation (a pile of dirt left by construction works a couple
of years ago a few hundreds meters from my place) waiting for
those damn cirrus to clear up the W horizon. Finally Venus came
out and then the comet. The tail was huge especially with averted
vision. Very exciting sight despite the fact that I froze my b**t
RASC Edmonton Centre

out!!!”
Ross Sinclair “WOW! cool hunk of rock...Was out looking at
the comet from Ezio Farone park downtown (111 st/97ave) from
the NW corner of the park...it was above the eastern edge of the
University looked beautiful naked eye and even more so in the
binos...”
Bruce McCurdy finally got to see it. (heavily edited)
“WOW!!! What a sight!!”
Denis Boucher :“The comet looked outstanding tonight.
Naked eye at 05:00 pm in Edmonton showing close to 1.5
degrees in length.”
Henry Kirsch: “I set up just outside the city limits, east side
of town, and watched the sun set. The comet brightened soon
after. I was impressed with the length of the tail. I also showed
some passerby's a view through the telescope, but all you needed
was a pair of binoculars.”
Luca Vanzella: “What struck me about Comet McNaught
was how bright the nucleus was. Some times it looked like it was
glowing (especially naked eye) and other times it looked like it
was burning (especially in the binos).”
Alicja Borowski :“A few minutes later the cloud moved
away, and in spite of a fairly dirty window - there it was – Comet
McNaught – what a sight, very bright, appeared white, and tail at
least 2 degrees even naked eye.” Some of us had an easier time of
it and didn’t brave the cold.
Larry Wood :“I had a really tough time. At 4:50 I had to
walk over to the west window in the apartment and sit down on
the soft leather chair pick up the 7X50 binos and watch
McNaught emerge out of the light cloud a few minutes later.
I called Joyce over and she had a look. Nice 2° curved dust tail.
Very bright coma.” The weather continued to cooperate the next
day
Dave Robinson: “On my way for dinner at The Golden Bird
(one of my favorite Vietnamese restaurants) on Friday, Julia and
I stopped at the parking lot by the LeMarchand Mansion to see if
I could spot the comet. It was about 5:10 and clear to the west
except for a bit of sunset glow. I had not brought my binos, as I
had gone straight from work so had to be satisfied with naked eye
views. The comet was clearly visible. The core was at least as
bright as Venus and the tail a shimmering whiteish cone pointed
almost straight up. It made a striking contrast against the orange
glow to the west. Towards the end of the apparition it seemed to
glow gold itself.”
Jan 12, 2007 Cornelia Blunck :“Saw Comet McNaught
tonight from 118 St and the Promenade. While I realize from
reading Astro and chatting with Luca and his friends, that the
seeing was better the day before, it was still pretty amazing. To
see a comet naked eye while the sky is still as light as it was is
quite the thing. It made my day!”
Ross Sinclair :“Was out again tonight and first sighted it
about 1655h coming out of a thin bank of clouds over the
University but lost it about 15-20 mins later behind a
building...was still too light for it to get pretty”
Sherrilyn Jahrig :“My daughter and I caught McNaught
from a trucker's parking lot in the NW, she commented that it
looked like an easy badminton shot. An obvious target with tail
visible through thin cloud/gluck over a low building that nicely
took care of the setting sun.”
Sharon Tansey :“I finally saw it this evening, found it
shortly before 4:55 trying to locate Venus against the blue sky.
Since I wasn't spoiled by a previous clear view, I thoroughly
enjoyed it pass through the cloud layers of varying thickness and
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gorgeous colours, 'til it set. It was briefly visible naked-eye
through the thinner layers.”
Mark Zalcik: “I saw the comet on Thursday, but was not
able to find it today. With it having been both an evening and
morning comet, it occurred to me that there was probably a
swath of latitude in the arctic where the comet could have been
visible for....hours? as the Sun skirted just below the horizon
during the short arctic day”
Jan 13, 2007 Massimo Torri probably had the toughest
observation that day trying to take some pictures: “I headed out at
sunset and targeted the little hill close to my place. The path to
get to the top is about 100m long. When I got there I realized that
I had to climb the little hill 4 times: first 22lbs of counterweights
and battery to operate the scope (I have a big one: almost 20lbs).
Then the little table with laptop and case with eyepieces, etc.
Then the tube (20lbs). Eventually the mount (don't know how
much exactly, but still in the same range). Setup in record time
(less then 10min)...to find out that I had forgot the T-adapter at
home...Good that I live few hundreds meters away. Sprint a la
Ben Johnson (but no drugs, I swear! :-)) and back. I was ready
at about 5pm and the comet was very obvious. Took many pics,
but thin clouds persisted until the comet set..”
Harris Christian :“I finally saw it tonight. I was out on the
roadside on 41 Ave SW, west of 50 St. This is approximately near
the Leduc County line to the north of Beaumont. I acquired the
comet about 16:55, after having initially ignored it as a con trail,
naked eye. It’s bright! After that I observed it pretty well
constantly, except for some cloud occultations, until 17:25 when it
was finally lost into the horizon murk.”
Finally Larry Wood reported the comet was fading: “I just

watched the comet sink into the cloud about 1° above the
horizon. I had trouble picking it up tonight as it is much reduced
in brightness and size. Coma not too faint but the tail is all but
faded to less than 1/2°.”
Jan 14, 2007 By this time the comet was getting just too close
to the horizon for good observing. Denis Boucher did manage to
see the comet in the daytime however: “Finally saw Comet
MacNaught in my 11x80 binos, at 02:15pm local time Edmonton.
It showed a tail around .75 degrees, wider fan then a few days
ago after sunset. Lost it when a small band of cirrus moved by.
Conditions are not perfect but good enough at time to make an
attempt.”
A Small group of people also managed to observe the comet
at the observatory at the Telus World of Science. Cornelia Blunck,
Irina Karmanova, Bruce McCurdy and Trent Bjorndahl all enjoyed
views of the comet in the clubs 16” telescope during broad
daylight. By this time the comet was setting pretty much at the
same time the Sun did so reports really fizzled out except for those
from southern locations. The comet continued to really brighten ad
views from the southern hemisphere were tremendous.
I must take the time to thank all of the people for writing in to
the Astro list server and for allowing me to put those messages in
this article. If I’ve forgotten someone or I’ve misquoted or even
spelled you name incorrectly please let me apologize now. This
article is probably already way too long so I’ve had to greatly edit
a lot of the posts to Astro. Again my apologies, but at least I’ve
tried to keep things in context. This was a fairly big project so I’m
sure I’ve made some mistakes. As for the Comet. Great
observing everyone!

Comet McNaught. Photo by Murray Paulson.
The Planets by Murray Paulson, as usual
Comet McNaught caught many of us by surprise. A real flash
in the pan! I had gone out on Saturday the 6th of January to hunt for
Venus in the twilight, and didn’t know that the comet was only 15
degrees away! It was one of those times when my computer was
down and I didn’t see the traffic on the comet. In the subsequent
bad weather I had opportunity to regret that, but on Thursday the
RASC Edmonton Centre

deep freeze weather cleared off the sky and I dashed to a
convenient place after work to see the comet. I sighted it in
binoculars in a blue sky 20 minutes after sunset and gasped in
surprise and awe when I saw it. What a comet! I saw it over the
next three days and on Sunday I managed to see it in binoculars 6
degrees from the sun at noon! A bit of the tail was visible at the
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time. Later the same day I saw it in my 90 mm scope but could not
discern –1 magnitude Mercury less than 1 degree away.
Mercury has come out from behind the sun to sit in greatest
eastern elongation on February 7th. It will show you a magnitude
-0.5, 7” half phase in the eyepiece. It sits at 18 degrees elongation
from the sun, so get it fast in the evening twilight. Binoculars will
be a necessity and look for it at azimuth 240 to 245 degrees, or in
the WSW 8 degrees from the horizon 45 minutes after sunset (6:15
pm). Mercury sets at 7:20 pm at this time. As the week progresses,
Mercury heads back toward the sun but it sets at about the same
time each day. At the same time, Sunset is later each day and
Mercury gets dimmer until by Feb 12 it shines at magnitude 0.4
and the sun sets at 5:37 pm. A much tougher chase. How long a
stretch can you see it? Only a few weeks later Mercury zips back
and is in inferior conjunction with the sun on February 22nd.
On February 7th, Venus is in close conjunction with Uranus.
You should be able to see the pair in a medium power telescope
field as they sit only 44’ of arc apart. Venus shines at magnitude –
3.9 and Uranus at +5.9. In the eyepiece, Venus is a 11.8” gibbous
disk and Uranus is a diminutive 3.36” blue disk. Cool to see the
pair together. Note that they are both on the far side of the sun
with Venus at 1.49 AU away compared to Uranus’s 20.9AU. Over
the month, Venus continue to move up into the night sky and by
months end, Venus will sit 30 degrees from the sun. It will have
grown infinitesimally to 11.9” and still shines at magnitude –3.9.
Mars is in Sagittarius at the beginning of the month and sits 32
degrees from the sun. The morning ecliptic is almost parallel to
the horizon, so don’t expect to see it in the twilight. By months
end Mars has moved into Capricorn, and now sits 42 degrees from
the sun. The ecliptic still lies low, so it will be a tough hunt. Mars

shines at magnitude +1.2 and will show you a 4.5” disk in the
eyepiece if you could find it.
Jupiter shines at Magnitude –1.9 and sits in the constellation
of Scorpius. It rises at 4:30 in the morning and is high enough in
the South East that you can easily see it if you get up before
morning twilight. In the eyepiece it will show you a 34” disk. It
will take a while for it to make it back into the evening skies,
further exacerbated by its very far southern location.
On February 10, Saturn is at opposition, and if the previous
month is any indication, it may be a great opposition. On the
January dark of the moon observing session, Saturn was the
highlight. Our seeing was in the “legendary” category and we saw
fine details on Saturn that I haven’t seen in years. Larry Wood’s
12.5” scope and mine showed an incredible image at 330 power.
We could see striations in the B ring and the C ring was very
obvious in the anse of the rings. Cassini’s division was dark and
well defined. I noticed that the rings were highlighted as they
passed in front of the planet. This was brought about by the
shadow of the rings below the rings and the Crepe ring above the
rings. These created a gray margin above and below the rings. I
have never seen, or maybe noticed this effect before. Quite
outstanding! The polar hood was there and a Temperate belt was
also quite obvious. I could detect a bit of unevenness in it's lower
margin The difference in the rings inclination also struck us. In the
eyepiece the ball of the planet is 20.26” and the rings extend out to
43.5”. The planet shines at magnitude 0.0 and will be well sought
out over the next few months. On March 1st be sure to get out and
see Saturn ½ degree from a nearly full moon. Closest approach
comes at 5:45 pm in daylight when they will be 20’ apart. Get out
there and enjoy. Till next month, Clear skies.

New Members Report by Pat Abbot, as usual
Roxy Welter became interested in astronomy as a child and
attended several star parties in Saskatchewan. She studied
astrophysics for a short time before turning to paleontology. She is
presently Physical Sciences Librarian at Grant MacEwan College
and hopes to use these skills in the Edmonton Centre.
Roderick Wasylishen spent his early life in Elk Point and
remembers the wonderful dark skies. In the early 70s he joined the
Winnipeg Centre and bought a 4. 5" reflector which he has used on
and off over the years. He is planning on purchasing a Schmidt-

Cassegrain and would like advice from other members concerning
a suitable portable telescope for astrophotography.
Peter Hall was a member of the Fort McMurray Astronomy
Society until it was disbanded. He moved to Edmonton last April.
He has a 10" LX200 which he hopes to use a lot more. He has an
interest in astrophotography and would like to become active in
the Centre in some capacity
To all our new members: Cead mile failte (a hundred
thousand welcomes)

Blotting Out Star Light by Alister Ling
Lunar occultations: prime events for Edmonton
Staring through the eyepiece, you watch the Moon slowly
approach a star. In the blink of an eye the diamond chip disappears
with a surprising suddenness. You've just witnessed an
occultation, when one body passes in front of another. Events
range from tough to average, all the way to must see and up to
spectacular. It really helps to see some average events to prepare
you for the delightful ones, especially the grazes. When you're in
the right place, the target star winks out and pops back in as the
Moon's mountains and valleys alternately hide and reveal the
background stellar diamond.
Feb 18 Sun evening 6:35pm: Lovely twilight Venus-crescent
Moon photo-op. I'll be on the Capilano bridge so that the pair is
suspended above the city skyline.
Feb 22-23 Thursday evening 7:00pm MST graze through
Edmonton! Best between the river and the Yellowhead. See
internet link below for details.
RASC Edmonton Centre

Feb 22 Thursday evening 8:47pm MST Double star epsilon
Arietis occulted! Mags 5.5 and 5.2 with a separation of 1.4". I've
never seen one this good. Reappearance at 9:49pm.
Feb 23 Friday afternoon 13:48 MST: Pleiades! Ends with Maia
reappearing at 15:18. Daylight event needs 10-inch scopes or
bigger. If things work out, the TWOS deck will be open for this.
Check first.
March 3 Saturday 6:14 pm MST: Penumbral eclipse moonrise!
The Moon should rise a lot yellower than usual. Azimuth 81
degrees. Find a spot with a clear horizon just to the north of due
east.
Mar 22-23 Thursday night Pleiades occultation at night! The main
action starts just after midnight.
April 25 Saturn occulted by the Moon Wednesday morning
4:15am MDT only 1 degree off the NW horizon (Az 300)
In any month, there are several dozen occultations, but most
are not of as interesting as those listed above. An abridged list
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(bright and easy and before 1:00 am) for events through April can
be found at http://www3.telus.net/public/aling/
Click on total lunar occultations. On that page, there is a link
to the complete list, suitable for a 12-inch scope. From the main

page, there is also a link to details of grazes. Updates and plans for
grazes will be done through the email list. If you're not on email
but would like to play a part, give me a call at 432-6996.
Good observing!

TELESCOPE RENTAL PROGRAM
Contacts:

Larry Wood
Roy Ramdeen

488-8082
633-1274

Purpose
To make available telescopes for members and future members who would like an introduction to a telescope and to help in deciding
what kind of telescope would fit their needs. The program also provides an outreach for members who don’t actively observe but still
would like a telescope for a special event, i.e. travel, eclipse, comet.
Rental Scopes
Meade 90mm Refractor: FL 1000mm, good for all around, nice for city viewing, good planetary scope.
10” F/6 Newtonian on a Dobsonian mount; FL 1525mm, Easy to use, best for deep sky, good finder.
Coulter 8" F/6 Newtonian on a Dobsonian mount: FL 1220mm, best, easy to star hop, wide field of view, optics good, good for deepsky, has a Telrad.
Meade ETX 90mm: FL 1250mm, excellent on planets, most PNs, solar, nice for travel.
Kids’ Scope” – 6-inch Newtonian on an equatorial mount, sturdy scope.
Cost
Members: $15.00/month and a promise to return in good shape*
Non-members: $30.00/month and Credit Card imprint*
*Scopes not returned after one month are charged double the rate.
Where to Rent
Telescopes can be rented at the monthly meeting for a period of one month. If renter is unable to make it to a meeting, please call
contacts for other arrangements. Telescopes are due for return at the following meeting. If the instrument is not reserved for that month
an additional month can be granted.
Care of Scopes
Telescopes are finely tuned precision instruments, General kind care should be taken with when using and after care use. Please allow
optics to dry thoroughly before capping and storing.
Please do not attempt any maintenance on instruments. This includes optical cleaning or optical alignment, as well as do not
attempt to disassemble telescopes in any way. If there is a performance Issue please inform rental contacts.
Safety
Telescopes can provide hours of enjoyment and enrichment, when used properly to explore our universe. Never point your telescope at
the sun unless filtered. The same applies to the finder.

Astronomy and Sky & Telescope Subscription Discounts
Did You Know??
You can start – or renew– a subscription to Astronomy or Sky & Telescope magazine through the RASC at a discount.
The ordinary Canadian subscription rate for Astronomy is US$58.00 per year. Through the centre, the one year Canadian rate is
US$48.50; the two year rate is US$88.00.
Contact our treasurer Mark MacDonald at a meeting, or by phone at 483-8196 or by e-mail at mark879@shaw.ca.
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RASC Edmonton Centre 2006 Awards these photos weren't available at the time the award winners were published in the January
Stardust – ed.
The President's Award for Service to the Centre - Cornelia Blunck has
not been a member for as long as most recipients of this award, but she
has done an incredible job volunteering at the observing deck. When we
could find no one to take over the scheduling of volunteers, Cornelia
stepped up to the task. Moreover, she always volunteers to help at Centre
activities such as Astronomy Day, George Moores Astronomy
Workshop, and the BHDSP declaration event. This year's President
Award is accompanied by a special prize of a slightly used telescope
donated to the centre by Hans Frueh who asked us to find the telescope a
good home.

The Observer of the Year Award - Andrew Soon is relatively new to our
Centre and has quickly gotten involved with centre activities by helping
out at the observing deck, joining the OPC, and volunteering to sit on
council. Since joining the Centre a few years ago, he has purchased
himself a Meade RCX400 12 inch and started observing binary stars. He
gave a presentation at the September 11th meeting on observing binary
stars and the techniques he uses to determine separation and position
angle. His dedication to the task and amazing progress in such a short
time makes him an ideal choice for the observer of the year award.

The Franklin Loehde Award for Project of the Year - Sherrilyn Jahrig went
above and beyond dedication to the Centre when she volunteered to organize
the Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve declaration ceremony and celebration of
September 3, 2006. This project followed very tight time constraints, and she
overcame many obstacles dealing with government agencies. There is no
question that she deserves this award and our deepest appreciation for a job
well done. A very tiring task.

The Award Winners, group portrait
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